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EOSL Reference Sheet
Give your customers the gift of saving time and money with Cranel’s reliable
Data Center Service solutions. As data equipment manufacturer service
plans come to an end, important next-step decisions need to be made.
These options can be costly—however, Cranel has a solution! We have
created a reference document with model numbers and EOSL dates to use
as a tool to reach your customers. Please reach out to your Cranel sales rep
if you have questions about our solutions.

EOSL Models and Dates
HARDWARE

Epson DS-575W Wireless Color Duplex Document Scanner
Designed for reliability—enhanced features

•

include Slow Speed Mode, programmable
jobs and a peak daily duty cycle of up to
4,000 sheets
Seamless compatibility with most document

•

management systems—includes TWAIN and
ISIS® drivers for easy integration with existing
software
Generate searchable PDFs and editable

•

Office documents—scan to editable Word,
PowerPoint® and Excel® files or searchable
PDF files; OCR software included

I Want to Know More

Kodak Alaris has a Scanning Solution to fit Every Need
Kodak ScanMate i940 Scanner
•

Compact size takes up less desk space

•

USB-powered for scanning on-the-go

•

With Smart Touch technology you can perform up to
twenty different scanning tasks with the push of a button
— including creating PDFs, attaching documents to
e-mails, or sending scanned files to Cloud service

•

Scans office paperwork and ID or credit cards

•

Tell Me More

Kodak S2070 Scanner
•

Embedded Image Processing delivers crisp, high-quality
images

•

Optical Character Recognition read rates are 10% more
accurate than competitive devices

•

Advanced Capture Software helps extract data from
documents and integrate it directly into business
processes

•

Ready for passports or small delicate documents

•

Scan quickly and easily while avoiding misfeeds

•

Tell Me More

Kodak i4850 Scanner
•

The best Interactive Multi-feed Recovery system of any
scanner on the market today

•

Prevent potential document damage with intelligent
Document Protection and Metal Detection that detects
staples, paper clips or other things that can slow you down

•

Monitor multi-feeds and quickly choose to accept, ignore
or rescan images before sending to an application

•

Tell Me More

Kodak i5650 Scanner
•

High volume throughput provides the processing speed,
smooth paper flow, and document handling versatility you
need

•

Organize large, multi-batch jobs with Intelligent Imprinting
and simple patch counting

•

Intelligent Document Protection listens for problems and
alerts you before they become jams or misfeeds

•

Tell Me More

Interested in learning more? Contact your Cranel Sales Rep at 800.288.3475.

Fast, Accurate Scans With the Canon DR-6030C
The DR-6030C is an ideal scanner for distributed
scanning in high volumes. The ADF capacity
is 100 sheets, scanning at up to 80 pages per
minute. It is also versatile, with the ability to
handle long documents up to 118” in length and
can scan ID cards.

Tell Me More

Instant Rebate Offer From Wacom

Instant Rebate Offer From Wacom

ENDS December 31, 2021!

Enabling New Ways to
Teach and Learn

Authorized Wacom Resellers can

January 25–28, 2022

receive an instant rebate on Wacom
pen-enabled devices for digital

As leaders in intuitive, easy-to-use

teaching and learning. Annotate and

digital pen tech, Wacom is helping

highlight slides in real-time, feel as if

schools and universities keep up with

you are writing on pen and paper, and

the pace of change. Their products

navigate software applications with

boost collaboration and interaction,

normal mouse functions of the Wacom

creating a classroom feel. Designed

electronic pen.

to work seamlessly with your IT
infrastructure, they’re proven

I Want an Instant Rebate

performers in any learning scenario.

SOFTWARE

An Offer for Your Collection Firm Customers
Federal rulings forcing collection firms to print
and mail from in-house? Cranel and Objectif
Lune offer a proven software toolset that can
help with these firms’ challenges. Click on the
learn more button to request our print and mail
solution playbook and schedule a personalized
demonstration.

Learn More

